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Abstract 
It has been shown that Mac Lane’s additive categories (1961) are essentially equivalent to 
bi-allegories; part of Hutchinsons’ axiomatic (1986) is also equivalent to bi-allegories. Certain 
clarifying results on rectangles and reflexive in the allegories are shown to give the expected 
bijection between the coreflexive and reflexive in bi-allegories. New categories are used as targets 
of image functors. The results of image functors for bi-allegories can easily be deduced from 
those of image functors for normal allegories. 
1. Introduction 
In 1961 Saunders Mac Lane gave the first formal approach to categories of additive 
relations, in an article entitled “An algebra of additive relations” [3]. He stated that 
a category of additive relations is one which satisfies three groups of axioms. Using 
Mac Lane’s notation, the first group reads: 
(I-a) for each f : A - B, there is a unique fff :B --t A with 
f## = f = f.f#f, (fs)# = S#f#, 
(I-b) each Rel(A,B) (where Rel(A, B) denotes the set of morphisms from A to B) 
is a modular lattice with a partial order relation c such that, for f, g : A + B, 
g C f implies g’ C f’, gh C f h. 
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The second group reads: 
(II-a) hh# C K'f implies (f f? g)h 3 fh n gh, (where K’f = f #f U 1, and 1 denotes 
identity for composition), 
(II-b) hh’ 3 Df implies (f U g)h c fh U gh (where Df denotes f#f n I), 
(II-c) f,g E Rel(A,B) implies f#g n 1 c f#f c f#g U 1, 
(II-d) g c f,Df = Dg, and K’(g#) = K’(f#) imply g = .f’. 
The third group reads: 
(III-a) for each pair of objects A, B there are E = #z(gA and o = ws,4 in Rel(A,B) 
such that f E ReZ(A, B) implies CQ/ c f c o/, 
(III-b) CXCL) = xw, zc( = g, WCL) = o, 
(III-C) clwcl = LX, oao = co. 
The (III-a) axiom clearly states that here lattices or semi-lattices laws are unitary. 
Mac Lane proposed “rather curious” the second group axioms. In 1980 we related 
Mac Lane’s axioms (I-a - II-d) to the Dedekind law [4, 51, also called the modularity 
law in allegories [l]. The seven axioms (I-a - II-c), with no assumption of lattice 
modularity in (I-b), were proved to be equivalent to the axioms of bi-allegories, thus 
linking Mac Lane’s work and current trends in relation categories, notably that by 
Freyd and Scedrov in their book Categories, Allegories [l]. 
A bi-allegory is a category verifying that: 
(I-a’) for each f: A -+ B, there is a unique f # : B --f A with f ## = f, (f g)# = 
g# f #> 
(I-b’) each Rel(A, B) is a lattice with a partial order relation c such that, for f, g 
morphisms from A to B, 
g C f implies g# C f #, gh C f h, 
(ml-a) (modularity law for n) fg n r c f (g n f#r), 
(ml-b) (modularity law for U) fg U Y > f (g U f’r). 
Axiom (III-d) is thus a known consequence of (ml-a) and (ml-b); and of axioms 
(I-a - II-c), as was noted by Puppe in [7]. 
In 1986, Hutchinson introduced other axioms and proposed a significant representa- 
tion theorem [2]. A rephrased version of Hutchinson’s axioms states that: a Hutchinson 
category of additive relations is a category verifying axioms (I-a’), (I-b), (III-a) and 
(H) fa'JgCff%cfW'Js> 
(ad-a) each ReZ(A,B) is endowed with a binary, associative and commutative law 
(+), which is monotonic in both arguments; ou is a zero for addition, 
(ad-b) for each A there are (- 1) E ReZ(A, A) which verify that 
(-1)f = f(-1) and 1 +(-1) = oc(, 
(ad-c) (f + g)h > f h + gh and f (g + h) c fg + fh. 
It has been shown that (I-a’), (I-b), (III-a) and (H) imply (II-a), (II-b) and (II-c), 
and in this case lattice modularity seems to play a significant role. It is not known 
whether this condition can be dropped. With (III-a), (H) presents a particular case of 
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the modularity laws for n and U, and thus (I-a’), (I-b), (III-a), (ml-a), (ml-b) are 
equivalent to (I-a), (I-b), (III-a) and (H). 
It has been found convenient to replace usual coreflexives by squares to process 
image functors. Certain results for image functors introducing four categories (i.e. Hy- 
polog, bi-Hypolog, Log and bi-Log) are then given. These categories and results shall 
be, in a forthcoming paper on cylinders and cylindrical algebras in non-boolean con- 
texts, used to obtain two characterizations of the relation categories of regular and 
abelian categories. Introducing these four categories was suggested by Volger works 
[lOI. 
Few works have dealt with additive relations, not even with classical additive rela- 
tions on finite dimensional vector spaces [8, 91. 
This paper is virtually self-contained. 
2. Mac Lane approach and bi-allegories 
Theorem 2.1. For a category to uerifv (I-a), (I-b), (II-a), (II-b) and (II-c) amounts 
to verijjing (I-a’), (I-b), (ml-a), (ml-b) 
Proof. To build a proof of “(I-a), (I-b), (II-a), (II-b), (II-c) imply (I-a’), (I-b), (ml- 
a), (ml-b)” , six steps contained in Mac Lane’s paper are needed, and we provide a 
reminder so that lattice modularity will not be used. 
Step 1: If r and s are two equivalences for the same object (i.e. an equivalence is 
an element Y verifying that rr = r and r# = r) then r f~s and VUS are also equivalences 
(Th. 3.2 [3]). 
(I-a) and (I-b’) are used. Let t = r U s; we have t# = t and tt > rr = r, thus tt > t, 
and ttt LI tt I t, but t = tt#t = ttt, and the conclusion holds. 
Step 2: If s c 1 then s is an equivalence, and if t c 1 then st = s n t (Th. 3.3 [3]). 
(I-a) and (I-b’) are used: s = ss#s c ss# C s, thus s = ss# = s’s and s = s’. We 
already know that (sn t) is an equivalence, and thus we have (sn t) = (sn t)(sn t) c st, 
and st is contained in s and t. 
Step 3: We have f(f#f n 1) = f = f(.f#f U 1) (Eq. 4.2 [3]). 
(II-a) must be used. We have f(f#f n 1)~ f. To obtain f c f(f#f n 1) we write 
f = f n f,f#f. We have ff#cff#(ff#># U 1 thus (ff# n g)hx ff'f u gf, 
for all g and ,f, and f (f#f n h) 3 f n fh. If we take h = 1 f c f( f#.f n 1) is 
obtained. 
Step 4: If s c 1 and if u is an equivalence for the object of s then sus n 1 c u n s 
(Lemma 4.4 [3]). 
2.f n s = u n 1 n s = (U n 1)~ = s(2.4 n 1) = ss(2i n 1) = S(U n ~)SCSUS n 1. TO 
obtain sus n 1 c u n s it must merely be shown that sus n 1 c s; using (II-c) to write: 
sus n 1 = S#US n 1 c S#S = S. 
Step 5: If u is an equivalence, f u = f if and only if f # f n 1 c u c f#f U 1 (Th. 
4.1 [3]). 
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Iff#fnlcucf#fUl thenf=f(f#fnl)cfucf#SUl =f.Using(II-c)we 
canwriteu#f#fnl CU#U= u~u#f#fUl, henceiffu= f then f’fnl cuc f’fU1. 
Step 6: gf (gf )# n 1 c gg# n 1, gf(gf )# U 1 > gg# U 1 (part of Th. 4.3 [3]). 
Using (II-c) we can write gf (gf )# n 1 c gf f#g# n 1 c gg#. . . 
Proposed step: If f c gh then f c gg#f. 
It is assumed that f c gh and g c 1. To show that f = gf, step 5 must be used: 
f f’ n 1 c gh(gh)# n 1 c gg# n 1 = g, and consequently g c ff# U 1. For every g, if 
f c gh then f c(gg# n l)gh, which implies that f c(gg# n 1)f c gg’f. 
(ml-a) fg n r c f(g n f%). 
fg n rc ff#(fg n Y) because fg n rc fg (proposed step). ff#(fg n r)c fg n 
ff#r, by (I-a) and (I-b). fgn ff#rcf(grl f’r), because we have ff”cff”U 
1 c f#r( f #r)# U 1 and (II-a) can be applied. 
The proof of “(I-a), (I-b’), (II-a), (II-b), (II-c) implies (ml-a) and (ml-b)” is now 
complete. 
The reverse proof is simpler. 
To prove (I-a) it must simply be proven that f = f f#f: f = f n f 1 c f( 1 n 
f # f ) c f f # f. The reverse inequality is obtained using f = f U f 1. As a consequence, 
f =ff#f =f(f#f nl)=f(f#f Ul). 
To prove (II-a) let us assume that hh# c f#f U 1; we have 
f h n gh c(fhh# n g)h c(f (f#f u 1) n g)h c(f u g)h. 
We must recall a few elementary results for morphisms in allegories [5, l] 
Definition 2.2. An allegory is a category verifying (I-a’), (I-b”) and (ml-a) 
(I-b”) each Rel(A,B) is a semi-lattice with a partial order relation c such that, for 
f,g:A -B, 
g c f implies g# c f #, gh c f h. 
An allegory is said to be unitary (i.e. a Dedekind category) if axiom (III-a’) is verified: 
(III-a’) for each pair of objects A, B there is o = COAX in Rel(A,B) such that: 
f E Rel(A, B), implies f c msA. 
Note. g’ is denoted by go in [l], by g* in [5], by g” in works on relation algebras, 
and finally by gg’ in classical relations. 
Lemma 2.3. In an allegory we jind: 
(1) If u is an equivalence, uf = f and ug = g, then u( f n g) = (f n g), 
(2) f = f(f#f n 1). 
(3) a c 1 implies that a is an equivalence. 
(4) Zf f is a function (i.e. f verifies that f#f c 1; Freyd and Scedrov [l] call it 
a “simple morphism”, others call it a “prejix”), and if g c f and f f # n 1 c gg# n 1 
then g = f. 
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Proof. For (l), u(fng) c ufnug is obtained by monotony, and fflg c ufng c u(fn 
u#g) c 4f n ug) c 4f n 9). 
The identity (2) has already been obtained. 
For (3): a = a( 1 n aNa) c au#u c a#, and au c a. 
For (4) the following calculation is used: f = (ff’ rl 1) c(gg# n 1 )f c gg’f c g,f# 
fcg. 0 
Consequence 2.4. An often-used consequence of (1) [S, l] is us follows: zf E is an 
allegory, then the category Split(E) is naturally endowed with an allegory structure 
(where Split(E) is the category whose morphisms are triple (a, f, b) of morphisms 
such that f = ufb and such that a and b are equivalences (the source and the target 
of (u, f 3 b)). 
Proposition 2.5. In a bi-allegory, if g c f, gg’ n 1 = f f # n 1 and gg# u 1 = f f# u 1 
then g = f (that is, Mac Lane’s axiom (II-d) is true for bi-allegories). 
Proof. For a bi-allegory, Split is also a bi-allegory. Let us consider the two Split mor- 
phisms (ff#nl, f, ff#Ul) and (ff#nl,g, ff"U1)). These are indeed functions and 
verify that g c f and f f’ n 1 c gg’ n 1; the expected conclusion is then obtained. q 
3. Mac Lane and Hutchinson 
Theorem 3.1. For a category to uerifv (I-a), (I-b), (II-a), (II-b), (II-c) and (III-a) 
amounts to verifying (I-a’), (I-b), (II-a) and (H). 
Proof. Any bi-allegory with (III-a) verifies (H), which is an obvious consequence of 
modularity laws. 
Let us suppose (I-a’), (I-b), (II-a) and (H). We have f = ff#f (property 2.4 [2]): 
byf=flnfcfonfcff#fcfccufcflufcf. 
Some other information about morphisms in categories which verify (I-a’), (I-b), 
(II-a) and (H) is needed. 
Fact 1: a c 1 implies that u is an equivalence: a = uu’u and the monotonic property 
are used. 
Fact 2: If a c 1 then uf = awn f: the monotonic property implies that af c aonf, 
and (H) that ao n f c uu’f = uf, by Fact 1. 
Fuct 3: fm = ff’w: ff#oc fo, and fwn foe ff#foc ff#w. 
Fact4: f =(ff#nl)f:(ff#nl)f =(ff#nl)ornf>ff#cc,nf>fonfIf. 
For (II-a), let us assume that hh' c f f’ U 1. To show that (f n g)h I f h n gh, let 
u = hh# u 1; show that (f n g)u 2 fu n gu: apply Fact 3 (dual property) to (f n g)u; 
we obtain (f n g)u = au U (f n g). And the modularity law for lattices must be 
used: 
au u (f n 9) Xf u (an n 9)) n (9 u (f n ag)); 
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but c(u c ~(f’f U 1) C f(f#f U 1) c ,f, and thus 
MU u (f n g> = (f u XU) n (g u XU) = f24 n gti. 
Using Fact 4 (dual property) we obtain (f f’ g)h = (f n y)uh, 
(f n dub = (fu f- WY, 
(j-u n gu)h >(fhh# n ghh#)h, 
(fhh# n ghh#)h 3(fh n gh)h#h, 
(fh n gh)h#h 3 uh n (0 n gh) by (w, 
f3h n (fh n gh) = (fh n gh). 
For (II-c) we have S#g n 1 c f’o n 1, using (H) we obtain f’o n 1 c f'f. 0 
4. Rectangles, squares and coreflexives 
For bi-allegories verifying (III-a) and (III-c), one of the expected results is lattice 
isomorphism between reflexive and coreflexive morphisms (i.e. the reflexive mean con- 
tains 1, and then the coreflexive mean is contained in 1). This shall be a self-evident 
consequence of certain developments on rectangles in unitary allegories if we remark 
that (III-c) states: rectangles, squares and maps are the same for the n-allegory and 
the U-allegory; f is a map for n if and only if S# is a map for U. 
Definition 4.1. A morphism Y in a unitary allegory is said to be a rectangle if LC) is an 
infix for r* (i.e. there are two morphisms p and q such that Y = poq). A rectangle is 
said to be a square if it is symmetrical. 
Note. Rectangles and squares for z and w are exactly the same objects in bi-allegories 
which verify (III-a) and (III-c). In classical binary relations, rectangles are classical 
rectangles and the squares classical squares. The compound of any morphism with a 
rectangle is a rectangle; w is also a rectangle. 
Proposition 4.2. In u unitury ullegory we have: 
(1) poq = pw n wq, 
(2) PO = pp#0 = (pp# n 1 )W = ~0~0, 
(3) 0(p n 0q) = 0p n 0q. 
Proof. We have pwq c pwo c pw, and po n oq c p(op#wq) c pwq. Other verifica- 
tions follow the same vein. 0 
Consequence 4.3. Rectangles and squures ure stuble when using n. 
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Consequence 4.4. In a bi-allegory verifying (III-a) and (III-c), rectangles and squares 
are stable when using n and U; CI and o are also rectangles. 
Consequence 4.5. Let X be an object of a unitary ullegory, CoRef(X) is used to 
denote the corejexive morphisms on X, and Sq(X) to denote the square morphisms. 
The mapping (d) from Sq to Coref, which is defined b,v d(a) = an 1, has an inverse 
(D), which is defined by D(a) = aoa. 
Consequence 4.6. Let X be an object of a unitary bi-allegory (i.e. verifying (III-a) 
and (III-c)), Ref(X) is used to denote the reflexive morphisms on X. The mapping 
(Q) from Coref into Ref which is defined by @(a) = awa U 1, has an inverse 9, 
which is dejined by 9(a) = aaa n 1. 
Consequence 4.7. Let r be a morphism in a unitury allegory. The following properties 
are equivalent: 
(1) r is a rectangle, 
(2) r = rwr, 
(3) for all p and q, pq n r = (p n rq#)(q n p’r). 
For more results on rectangles and squares see [6]. 
5. The HypoLog and Prelog categories, image functors 
Definition 5.1. The HypoLog category (HL) is the category whose objects are unitary 
semi-lattices and whose morphisms from L to A4 are ordered pairs (f, g) of increasing 
maps (f from L to A4 and g from A4 to L) verifying the two properties, for all a E L 
and b E M: 
WI) b n (a)f c(a n (b)g)f, 
W-2) a n (b)g c((a)f n b)g 
(where (a)f is the classical image of a by f ). The composition is defined coordi- 
natewise and the identities are (l,l). 
Definition 5.2. The image functor (Zm) from a unitary allegory, gives Sq on objects, 
and (im(f),im(f#)) on morphisms, where im(f) is defined by im(f)(a) = f#af. 
Proposition 5.3. Im is a functor to HL. 
Proof. Using modularity we obtain a n f bf # c(af n fb)f#, and (af n fb)f# c 
f (f#af n b)f#. The proof of the fimctor’s properties is obvious. 0 
Definition 5.4. The bi-HypoLog category (bi-HL), is the subcategory of HL whose 
objects are unitary lattices, and whose morphisms verify the two properties, dual of 
HLl and HL2. 
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Consequence 5.5. For a unitary bi-allegory (i.e. verifying the two properties (III-a) 
and (III-b)) the functor Im factors through bi-HL. 
Definition 5.6. The PreLog category (PL) is the subcategory of HL whose morphisms 
verify that: 
(E) a c(a)fg, 
(S) b Xb)gf. 
Note. g is the right adjoint ofJ 
Proposition 5.7. (HLI ) and (S) imply: 
(MP) b n (a)f = (a n (b)g)f. 
Proof. (a n (b)g)f c(a)f n (b)gf c(a)f n b. 0 
Proposition 5.8. (E), (S) and (MP) imply (HL2). 
Proof. Using (E) and (S), an(b)g c((a)fnb)g is equivalent to (an(b)g)f c(a)fnb. 
Using (MP), (a n (b)g)f c(a)f n b is equivalent to (a)f n b c(a)f n b. 0 
Proposition 5.9 (H. Volger). IJ‘ f h as a right adjoint g, if the source and the target 
off are Heyting algebras, then condition (MP) is equivalent to the commutation of 
g and +. 
Proof. Let us assume that (a + b)g = (a)g =+ (b)g, then d n (a)f c c is equivalent 
to (a)f c(d + c), which in turn is equivalent to a c(d 3 c)g, and finally to a n 
(d)g c(c)g, and to (a n (d)g)f c c. 
Let us assume (MP), then a c(d + c)g is equivalent to (a)f n d CC, and this is 
equivalent to (a n (d)g)f c c, to a n (d)g c(c)g, and finally to a c(d)g + (c)g. 0 
Proposition 5.10. For a unitary allegory, using Map to denote the subcategory whose 
morphisms are maps (i.e. a map is a function f verifying that f f# c I), the restriction 
of Im to Map factors through PL. 
Consequence 5.11. For a unitary bi-allegory, the restriction of Im to Map factors 
through bi-PreLog (bi-PL) (i.e. the meet of bi-HL and PL). 
Note. In bi-PreLog, we have b n (a)f = (a n (b)g)f, a U (b)g = (b U (a)f )g. 
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